MEDiA KIT
Content is king.

What is coiski?
Coiski takes the first two letters of the common phrase, “Content Is King.”
Coiski is:
• Part digital agency that helps its clients – established brands, up-and-coming brands, startups, personal brands and
young professionals - to engage with specific target markets through creative, strategic and technical development of
products and services. coiski creates websites and webmaster them for you; we create logos from scratch and bring
logos to life; we create social media strategies; we take over and manage your digital media platforms for you; we create
storytelling videos for launches of your products; we create visuals for your social media platforms; we create top-notch
photography for your event/product; we host workshops to teach you how to navigate the word of media. WE CREATE
CONTENT.
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• Part edutainment digital media platform that produces different forms of communication and mass media, such as
video, print and photography, to simultaneously entertain and educate. Whether that’s educating you on how to
properly capture wide-angle shots while we peruse an NBA player’s massive shoe collection; or provide you with
interview tips while we chow down on a famous chef’s favorite spread; or even teach you how to take a stance in an
article by stating our belief of why, out of all the professional sports leagues, the NBA has the chance to make the biggest
impact on the racial divide in America, coiski viewers and readers will be entertained and gain useful information about
creating mass media simultaneously.
• Part media platform for a brand new culture we’re establishing called, “Corporate Creative.” Coiski reports on trends in
tech, mass media and documents the happenings of the creative brands and people in the media world. We focus on the
worlds of sports, fashion, food, pop culture, music, art and how tech and media is used to appeal to their audiences.
Essentially, we keep up with the “content kings.”

Craigslist will forever hold a special place in my heart.
That is the platform God led me to in finding the job listing of the sneaker site I worked for from 2008-2016. I knew I could
be a serviceable contributor but didn't know I'd be handed the keys to the site in such a short span of time. I wore many
hats at that sneaker site - beanies, snapbacks, fitted caps, fedoras - you name it. Figuratively, I wrote thousands of blogs,
edited a thousand more articles of my fellow and former cohorts, produced many product reviews, created, hosted and
managed a few, awesome YouTube series and overall produced content in which many thoroughly enjoyed during my
eight years there. I learned how to effectively create engaging content. Oftentimes, many referred to my role there as being
a "dream job," but I hardly ever looked at it like that. More so, it was an amazing opportunity to learn about creating
content, network with some fascinating people and it overall proved to be a stepping stone for a concept I've had on my
mind for the past three years: educating people on how to create content from all aspects with content merely being used
as example.
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Over the years, hundreds of people - and even some powerful brands - have approached me, asking: How did you manage
your video series? How do you come up with certain questions to ask an interviewee? How were you able to get so much
out a particular interviewee? coiski will provide those answers and much more.
Are you still wondering if coiski is for you? Well, it is. It's for you, the person sitting in Mass Comm. class, trying to figure out
your next move following graduation (you’re probably sweating bullets - we’ve all been there). And you, the person who is
passionate about starting your own personal blog or digital magazine but need a tad bit of direction. Oh, and you, the
person who works for one of the top digital media platforms in the nation but is wanting to learn new ways to make
yourself more valuable to your company. And we can't forget about you, the person who doesn't care about education on
creating content whatsoever but simply wants to view cool content based around sports, music, pop culture, fashion, food
and life in general. For all of the you's, I, Norris Groves and Jon Zmikly introduce you to coiski - where COntent IS KIng.
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Born and raised in Houston, Texas, George Kiel currently serves as the President and Executive Director of the Kiel Colon Cancer Foundation
nonprofit organization. A graduate of Texas State University in San Marcos, Texas, Kiel received a bachelor’s degree in Mass Communications
with an emphasis in Print Journalism. He honed his broadcasting skills by doing an internship with FOX KTBC - a local Austin, Texas news
station - while also writing for the school newspaper and playing basketball on the university’s team during his senior year of undergrad.
Drawing upon his former career as NiceKicks.com’s Editor-In- Chief (September 2008-April 2016), Kiel built a loyal fan base; his social media
following is close to 80,000 over all platforms. During his eight years at the aforementioned footwear-based site, Kiel developed into a public
figure through his interaction and work with various notable athletes and celebrities, such as Kobe Bryant, Steph Curry, Kevin Durant, Nas,
Allyson Felix, Hakeem Olajuwon and Dwyane Wade. He reached readers and viewers across the world by creating and hosting some of the
site’s most viewed video series on YouTube, which can still be seen today:
• Sneak Peek - a video series that provides a look inside of athletes, celebrities and well-known sneaker enthusiasts’ shoe closets.
• Sole Access - a series that shared a behind-the- scenes, all-access look inside the locker rooms of various sports teams around the nation.
• Kicks On Court Weekly - a web series with exclusive interviews, reviews and up-to- date coverage on the footwear happenings around the
NBA.
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Kiel has also contributed to SLAM Magazine, Complex Magazine, NBA.com’s Hoop Magazine and has been quoted in the New York Times (twice)
in addition to the Baltimore Sun (three times). He has also provided commentary on current topics for the San Antonio Spurs’ live webcast,
ESPN on three different occasions and served as a guest reporter on BET’s 106 and Park. Kiel was named a Top 10 Black Innovator of 2015 by
MVMT at the 2016 SXSW Interactive Festival this past March.
Kiel founded the Kiel Colon Cancer Foundation and the Kick & Roll Classic 3-on- 3 Basketball Event - the biggest sneaker-themed basketball
event in the USA - as a promise to honor his mother, Debra Kiel, who passed away from colon cancer in March of 2014. The 501(c)(3)
organization, which began in January of 2015, is at the forefront of engaging the young generation to have conversations about colon cancer,
the second leading cause of all cancer-related deaths. On behalf of the foundation, Kiel started the “Blue Knots” initiative, a campaign that
encourages people to integrate blue shoelaces in their shoes - especially during the month of March, Colon Cancer Awareness Month - to honor
those who have been afflicted by the disease and bring worldwide consciousness to colon cancer. The initiative is only two years old and has
been supported by thousands through social media (#BlueKnots).
Kiel lives in Austin, Texas with his fabulous wife, Latashia, and their beautiful, ever-so- joyous daughter, Virginia Kiel. He and his wife are
members of the marriage ministry group at Greater Mount Zion in Austin, Texas. They also lead a weekly bible study group called “Circles of
Marriage” as part of GMZ. Only two time periods during the year pause Kiel’s everyday life: the NBA Finals and Shark Week.
Kiel is super excited about the start of coiski and is incredibly fortunate to have two standup partners in Norris Groves and Jon Zmikly.

Jon Zmikly was born and raised in the great state of Michigan (also known colloquially as America’s High Five!) where he
perfected his first God-given talent: shoveling snow. He attended Central Michigan University and received a bachelor’s
degree in Broadcast and Cinematic Arts in 2006 with the high aspirations of documentary filmmaking, or at least becoming
the next American Gladiator.
Reality hit hard when his first “big boy” job consisted of chipping paint off the side of a crane for the U.S. government. It was
then that he realized it was time for a Texas-sized change. In 2007, he packed up his rust-stained Dodge Intrepid and followed
the sun out west to pursue his master’s degree at Texas State University.
After taking digital media grad courses in the School of Journalism and Mass Communication at Texas State University, Jon
began to study the internet’s effect on traditional media. He researched social media, web communication and online video
only to come to the conclusion that the internet was, in fact, more than just cat videos and dancing babies. Jon
experimented with new technologies as a grad student and even landed a blogging internship with SXSW Interactive.
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By the time he graduated in 2009, Jon was ready to start teaching others the ways of the web and started teaching web
design and other digital classes at his alma mater.
Jon now teaches digital media classes in the School of Journalism & Mass Communication at Texas State University. He’s
also what one might call a “content manager” and editor for the school’s website, blog and social media accounts. When he's
not mass-communicating it up, he also serves as the youth pastor and webmaster for San Marcos Community Church, as well
as freelance web projects.
While his life seems to change every couple years or so, one thing that never changes is Jon's full devotion to Jesus Christ. He
loves talking about what God has done in his life, and he know He has an ultimate plan for each one of us.

Norris Groves Jr. is a visual enthusiast and a key contributor to the Kiel Colon Cancer Foundation. He was born and raised in
Houston, Texas where he developed a keen appreciation for fine arts and sports after being enrolled in several programs as a
young child. In the course of obtaining his high school diploma, Norris ultimately realized he wasn’t the second coming of
Michael Jordan and chose to rely on alternative talents as a means for establishing a career.
Following high school, he enrolled at Sam Houston State University, a school known for its media program, with its most
illustrious alumni being 60 Minutes and CBS anchor, Dan Rather. During his time at SHSU, he discovered his affinity for film
and design and received his bachelors degree in Mass Communications: Broadcast Production with an emphasis in English.
These days were integral to his development, as Norris served as a photographer for local events, as well as a tour
videographer for two different event promotional organizations.
Accumulating a repertoire for a unique shooting style, he often found musical figures, such as Macklemore, Big Sean and
Grammy Award winner Kendrick Lamar, aimed in the viewfinder of his camera lens. This ultimately opened the door to a vast
network and awarded Groves an exceptional stage for his work to be recognized.
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Following college, NiceKicks.com - the number one trusted sneaker publication - offered Groves a Digital Media Director
position to help build their video content and place their visual thumbprint on the industry. There, he met George Kiel and
together the two excelled creating a platform that featured over 500K video subscribers.
Along with curating content that featured cultural figures such as Nas, Olympic Gold Medalist Allyson Felix and
5-time NBA Champion Kobe Bryant, Norris also holds NBA Media credentials that, not only grants him sideline access to
regular season games, but NBA All-Star weekend and NBA playoff festivities as well. In addition to his tenure at Nice Kicks,
Groves has contributed for several media outlets and companies, such as Hypebeast, SLAM Magazine and Xbox.
When he’s not operating cameras, creating digital graphics or interviewing athletes twice his size, you can find Norris
furiously yelling at the television while watching a Game of Thrones episode. He also enjoys indulging in ridiculously
gluttonous meals found on his ‘100 Things to Eat Before You Die’ list.
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general audience
Our general audience will be
comprised of men and women - ages
11-45 - who enjoy consuming digital
media - especially video-based centered around a limitless amount
of topics, such as sports, music, pop
culture, fashion, food and life in
general. They will want to be
entertained through our engaging
videos that will be used as examples
of how to create content.

Target audience
Our target audience will be
comprised of men and women ranging from ages 14 (high-school
freshman) to 35 (young professional
in the mass media field) - who are
interested in learning how to create
digital media and/or sharpen their
skills.

Both our target and general audiences are tech-savvy
and can afford the latest in technology. They purchase
gadgets that can potentially simplify their life or solve a
problem, but they need help in learning how to properly
work these gadgets and long to see what can be
produced from them. They often assume they know
how to use certain digital tools, but they often have not
been taught the most effective way to use them to share
their stories to family and friends.

Our readers and viewers are busy. They want correct
and entertaining information quickly. They use mobile
devices, such as cell phones and tablets, whenever they
have a spare minute to get caught up on the current
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happenings of the Internet.

Our readers live a life where technology simplifies or
improves their daily lives. They have digital skills, and
they use them to create multimedia, images, text, and
even interactives to communicate with friends, family
and acquaintances.

topics of
education

content is king

Broadcast Journalism

brand marketing

Interviewing Skills

media planning

print journalism

social media strategy

podcast journalism

tech

Photography/Videography

data skills

writing

coding

Contact
us
Austin, tx
E-mail:

info@coiski.com
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